August Daily Prompts from JournalBuddies.com

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

Have a family

What is your

member write

favorite family

something about

memory? What

you in your journal

makes it so

today.

special?

12

13

53 Prompts
Celebrating
Happiness
Happens Month
7

Write a story
about a summer
that never ends.

14
What is the best
summer food or
drink in the world?
What makes it so
delicious?
21

8
What is your
favorite sport
that gets you
moving?

Choose ve words
to describe your

Where does

summer. Why does

happiness come

each word t your

from?

experience?
9
Describe your ideal
summer day from
start to nish. Use

10

What is your
favorite thing to do
with your friends
during the summer?
11

Interview one of
33 Prompts

Make a week-long

your grandparents

What does it

Celebrating

exercise schedule of

and write a report

mean to nd

Family Fun

games for you and

about what life was

the silver lining

Month!

a parent to follow.

like for him or her

in a situation?

as much detail as
you can.

growing up.

15

16

17

18

What is your

How do you feel

Write a ‘Thank

What would you do

favorite way to

when someone you

You’ Letter to

if there was a

spend the nal

care about isn’t

your favorite

dragon stuck under

days of summer?

happy?

teacher.

your bed?

22

23

24

25

26

27

Are you looking

Write a review of

59 Prompts to

35 Prompts

What is the

forward to going
back to school?

the most recent
movie you’ve

Celebrate "Be Kind
to Humankind

Celebrating
Women's Equality

hardest part of
going back to

Why or why not?

seen.

Week" (Aug 25 - 31)

Day

school? Why?

What part of
being in _____

Write a poem

grade are you

about sunshine

most excited

or ice cream.

about? Why?
28

29

Get crafty!

Do you ever feel

Choose a fun

like time moves

craft to do with

faster or slower

your family. Then,

at the end of

write about your

summer? Why or

experience.

why not?

30

19
What qualities
make a good
teacher?

31

What excites you

How do you feel

most about starting

when summer

school?

ends?

See --> 15 First Day of School Writing Activities
and 9 Writing Prompts, too!
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54 Prompts for
Friendship Day
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